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To me it is incredible that the British people, who own one-half of
the world's sea-going ships, should be so oblivious to the manner in
which . . .—Times.
Insensible to, but unconscious of; indifferent to, but oblivious of.
The adjectives different and arerse, with their adverbs or
nouns, differently, difference^ aversion, averseness, call for a few
words of comment. There is no essential reason whatever
why either set should not be as well followed by to as by
from. But different to is regarded by many newspaper editors
and others in authority as a solecism, and is therefore better
avoided by those to whom the approval of such authorities is
important. It is undoubtedly gaining ground, and will probably
displace different from in no long time; perhaps, however, the
conservatism that still prefers from is not yet to be named
pedantry. It is at any rate defensive, and not offensive pedantry,
different to (though 'found in writers of all ages'—Oxford
Dictionary) being on the whole the aggressor. With averse,
on the other hand, though the Oxford Dictionary gives a long
roll of good names on each side, the use of from may perhaps
be said to strike most readers as a distinct protest against
the more natural to, so that/ro/;* is here the aggressor, and the
pedantry, if it is pedantry, is offensive. Our advice is to write
different from and averse to. We shall give a few examples, and
add to them two sentences in which the incorrect use of from
with other words looks like the result of insisting on the slightly
artificial use of it after different and averse.
My experience caused me to make quite different conclusions to
those of the Coroner for Westminster.—Times.
It will be noticed that to is more than usually uncomfortable
when it does not come next to different.
We must feel charitably towards those who think differently to our-
selves.—Daily Telegraph.
Why should these profits be employed differently to the profits made
by capitalists at home?—lord goschen.
• Ah, how different were my feelings as I sat proudly there on the
box to those I had the last time I mounted that coach!—thackeray.
What is the great difference of the one to the other ?—Daily Telegraph

